GROUNDWORKS DANCETHEATER - COMPREHENSIVE REPERTORY LISTING
(Updated 2/5/2020)

Pieces by Guest Artists: 48
Pieces by David Shimotakahara: 45
(Pieces by Amy Miller: 12)
TOTAL: 92

DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - A Person (1997)
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - Major to Minor (1997)
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - Field Stone (1998)
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - Open Seating (1999)
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - Circadian (2000)
GINA GIBNEY - Several Truths Duet (2001)
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - Know (2001)
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - Content (2001)
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - Migration (2001)
BETH CORNING - Hush (2002)
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - Heart and Vine (2002)
GINA GIBNEY - Always (2003)
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - Before With After (2003)
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - Ephemeral (2003)
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - Take Two (2003)
BETH CORNING - At Once There Was A House (2004)
GINA GIBNEY - Return (2004)
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - Still Life (2004)
KEELY GARFIELD - Iron Lung (2005)
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - Kabila (2005)
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - Music Room (2005)
ART BRIDGMAN and MYRNA PACKER - Through the Lens (2006)
KT NEIHOFF - Tipping Point (2006)
AMY MILLER - eleveneleven (2006) in collaboration with composer Ryan Lott
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - Inside Out (2006)
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - Latitude (2006)
KEELY GARFIELD - Hurricane Heart (2007)
KT NEIHOFF - Proximal (2007)
DAVID PARKER - Annie Redux (2007)
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - Sweet (2007)
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - NANO (2007)
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - Exit Wounds (2007)
AMY MILLER - *U me U* (2007) with composer/guitarist James Marron
AMY MILLER - *Juxta* (2007)
ZVI GOTHEINER - *Delayed* (2008)
ALEX KETLEY - *For You...* (2008)
AMY MILLER - *For the Life of Me* (2008)
AMY MILLER - *Allow* (2008) with composer Alex Christie
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - *Polarity* (2008)
DIANNE MCINTYRE - *Just Yesterday* (2009)
AMY MILLER - *Valence* (2009) with Oberlin College professor/composer Peter Swendsen
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - *Boom Boom* (2009)
JILL SIGMAN - *Split Stitch* (2010)
DAVID PARKER - *All I Do* (2010)
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - *Soldier’s Tale* (2010)
AMY MILLER - *Saying Yes* (2010)
LYNNE TAYLOR-CORBETT - *Hindsight* (2011) with video artist Adam Larsen
RONEN KORESH - *CoDa* (2011-12)
AMY MILLER - *Running to Earth* (2011) with Oberlin College professor/composer Peter Swendsen
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - *The Return* (2011)
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - *Flag* (2011)
AMY MILLER - *Current Frame* (2012)
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - *Brubeck* (2012)
DOUG ELKINS - *My Hummingbird at the High Line* (2012)
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - *LUNA* (2013)
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - *Rite of Spring* (2013) for Akron Symphony Orchestra
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - *Emergent* (2013)
NOA ZUK (WITH OHAD FISHOF) - *After Chorus* (2013)
ROSIE HERERRA - *House Broken* (2014)
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - *Ghost Opera* (2014)
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - *Between Us* (2014)
JOHANNES WIELAND - *wait. now. go now.* (2014)
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - *House of Sparrows* (2015) with composer Steven Snowden and video artist Nic Petry (featuring Aeolus Quartet)
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - *Shadowbox* (2015)
LONI LANDON - *Falling Awake* (2016)
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - *Carmina Burana* (2016) for Akron Symphony Orchestra
ADAM BARRUCH - Hex (2016)
ROBYN MINEKO WILLIAMS - Part Way (2016)
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - Chromatic (2016)
GINA GIBNEY - Drafting Foresight (2017)
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - Against Night (2017)
AMY MILLER - Vade Mecum (2017)
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - Salt to Sea (2017)
JAMES GREGG - éveillé (Awake) (2018)
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - Passenger (2018)
BANNING BOULDIN - Chronos (2018)
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - al-one (2018)
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - Shape of Distance (2018)
DIANNE MCINTYRE - The Witness (2019)
ROBYN MINEKO WILLIAMS - We Three (2019)
DAVID SHIMOTAKAHARA - Sud Buster’s Dream (2019)
BRIAN BROOKS - Unwritten (2019)
David Shimotakahara - Aperture (2019)